In order to study the microscopic damage evolution of rock under the cyclic dynamic impact, red sandstone was selected as samples, and Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) loaded with impact pressure of 0.3 MPa was adopted to exert cyclic dynamic impact on samples. After each dynamic impact, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) system was then applied to test the microscopic structure of samples, and then, the parameters of red sandstone, including porosity, transverse relaxation time (T 2 ) spectrum, permeability, and magnetic resonance images (MRI) after each dynamic impact, were obtained. The results show that both porosity and permeability increase with the number of dynamic impacts that red sandstone undertakes, and the increasing range of them also increases gradually. The T 2cutoff value gradually decreases when the number of dynamic impacts increases and their decrease range increases gradually, which is consistent with the trend of microscopic damage represented by porosity and permeability. Also, it is found through analyzing the T 2 spectrum that the dynamic impact produced by the impact pressure of 0.3 Mpa leads to the gradual increase of primary pore size, an increase of macro pores, and enhancement of samples' connectivity, rather than the generation of new microspores. The MRI images reveal that cyclic dynamic impact leads to the generation of microcracks in red sandstone, which coalesces and extends with the number of dynamic impact increase and forms larger micro crack zones finally.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rock is a kind of heterogeneous three-phase material in natural state. Therefore, micro pores, micro cracks and other micro defects generated in the geological process. Under impact, these micro defects have an important influence on mechanical and physical properties of rock mass. When rock material is disturbed by dynamic impact, natural micro defects will react with stress wave, shown as generation, expansion and penetration of micro cracks. However, microscopic damage of rock samples has time-varying characteristics, rock only shows macroscopic deformation and instability failure after the dynamic damage accumulate for many times. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the damage and micro cracks evolution of the internal structure The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat.
of rock under cyclic dynamic impact for understanding the macroscopic failure mechanism of rock.
In the area of microscopic damage detection of porous material such as rock mass and concrete, advanced methods including CT scanning technology [1] , [2] , three-dimensional laser scanning electron microscopy (SEM) technology [1] , [3] , [4] and NMR technology [5] , [6] have been widely used currently. Skarżyński et al. [7] studied damage of concrete underwent cyclic loading and unloading by CT, he found that crack morphologies of concrete specimens under cyclic fatigue loading and monotonic static loading are similar, while the damage degree is larger in fatigue test and the crack volume changes with the times of cyclic loading and unloading in a strongly nonlinear manner. Yang et al. [8] used CT scan technology to observe the development of axial and transverse cracks, and he also analyzed mechanical damage characteristics of sandstone under triaxial cyclic loading, he concluded that the confining pressure restrains VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the crack growth during the fatigue damage process. Through CT scanning technology, Vicente et al. [9] obtained the morphological parameters of different concrete and deduced the empirical relationship between the morphological parameters of porosity and the compressive fatigue life of concrete. Ghamgosar et al. [10] observed different morphologies of fracture process zones (FPZ) under different cyclic loads through CT technology, and he revealed that the strength of FPZ decreases with the appearance of superfine cracks and the increase of micro cracks under cyclic loading. Erarslan et al. [4] , [11] found that cyclic indirect tensile load leads to the development of FPZ and the decrease of fracture toughness with the help of SEM. Furthermore, he also detected inter-granular cracks and trans-granular cracks caused by fatigue damage with the help of SEM. In order to study periodic wetting and drying effect on rock material, Zhou et al. [12] adopted SEM to observe microstructure and morphology of sandstone, and he found that periodic wetting and drying leads to the accumulation of damage in the sandstone, resulting in the reduction of dynamic compressive strength.
Li et al. [13] acquired parameters including porosity and T 2 spectrum to characterize rock micro structure through NMR, and studied pore structure and dynamic properties of red sandstone under the cyclic freeze-thaw weathering, which revealed that development of pore structure caused by cyclic freeze-thaw weathering degrades dynamic mechanical properties of red sandstone. Li et al. [14] studied the micro damage evolution of chemically corroded limestone samples under cyclic loading by NMR, and found that chemical erosion accelerates the micro cracks propagation of limestone samples under cyclic loading, resulting in the decrease of rock strength. Yan et al. [15] obtained structure and distribution characteristics of pores in weakly weathered granite with different porosity through NMR, he found that attenuation of stress wave propagation, initial tangent modulus and energy dissipation in the following SHPB test are related to porosity, pore structure and pore distribution. Yan et al. [16] also combined NMR test and triaxial seepage test to study the mechanical properties, porosity evolution and permeability coefficient changes of granite under constant speed cyclic impact and variable speed cyclic impact. Liu et al. [17] conducted NMR and ultrasonic pulse tests on granite that underwent cyclic dynamic impact with SHPB system, and he found that dynamic impact made the porosity decrease, P-wave velocity increase and internal structure become dense in the process of elastic deformation. Additionally, methods combining digital picture processing technology and numerical simulation have been gradually used to investigate the microscopic damage characteristics of rock [18] , [19] .
Among various micro structure detection methods mentioned above, NMR technology detects the widest range of pore sizes [20] , and it also has the advantages of accurate, rapid, non-destructive and visual display [21] , which made it widely applied in the geology and mineral industry. Cause NMR can obtain microscopic damage variables, such as rock porosity and permeability, simultaneously and accurately, it has obvious advantages in the study of rock micro structure revolution process under cyclic impact. In the geotechnical engineering like open pit slope, reservoir slope, highway slope and most of excavations require multiple blasting. Multiple dynamic load disturbance brought by blasting will damage surrounding rock of excavations, resulting in the decline of engineering bearing capacity, which is need to be avoid. However, anti-reflection effect produced by blasting is needed in some engineering including oil development, shale gas development and rare earth mining. Therefore, it is of practical significance to study the evolution of microstructure of rocks under cyclic dynamic impact. For the purpose, this paper took red sandstone suffered cyclic dynamic impact as object, studied the evolution rules of micro structure damage and pore connectivity with the use of SHPB and NMR system.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES A. NMR TECHNOLOGY
NMR technology measures the inner structure of rock by detecting the fluid medium inside it. Since the NMR T 2 is very short, and the difference of T 2 between solid and fluid is large, Therefore, T 2 has been used to describe the inner structure of rock. When rock samples are completely saturated, they are placed into uniform magnetic field and the short echo time is adopted in NMR test, the NMR relaxation mechanism of the fluid inside rock can be approximately considered to be only related to the surface relaxation of pores inside rock [22] - [25] . The relaxation rate is expressed as Eq. (1).
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where T 2 represents transverse relaxation time, ms, ρ 2 represents surface relaxation strength of rock, S/V represents the ratio of surface area to the volume of pore in rock, m −1 , F s represents shape factor of pores, for columnar pores, F s equals 2, r c represents pore radius, µm. According to Eq. (1), T 2 is positively proportional to pore radius. Subjected to the effect of surface tension, the fluid in smaller pores is bounded by capillary force and cannot flow, while fluid in lager pores can flow freely. The limit of pore radius between Irreducible fluid and movable fluid is a relaxation time limit reflected on the T 2 spectrum [26] , namely T 2 cutoff value (or named cutoff value of the movable fluid). T 2 cutoff value is a basic parameter for evaluating the connectivity of pore structure in rock. T 2 cutoff value obtained from NMR test can be used to characterize the permeability [27] , which is usually used to characterize the connectivity of pore structure in porous media. According to Timur-Coates model, the relationship between permeability and T 2 spectrum, shown as figure1, can be expressed as Eq.(2). where φ represents porosity of rock, FFI represents movable fluid index, BVI represents Irreducible bulk volume irreducible index, m, n, and C are model parameters. Because there is not a large number of core samples to determine model parameters, in this paper, m, n, and C are assigned empirical value 4, 2, and 10 respectively [28] .
B. MRI
In NMR test, when a static magnetic field B0 is added to the rock sample, hydrogen atoms of water contained in pores will be magnetized, resulting in consistent initial phase of all hydrogen atoms. Under the excitation of external RF pulse (B1), these hydrogen atoms will be magnetized laterally and resonated at the same frequency. At this point, hydrogen atoms of water in the pores do not contain any spatial information, MRI images cannot form at this stage. To form MRI images, three mutually orthogonal gradient magnetic fields [29] , including layer selection gradient, phase encoding gradient and frequency encoding gradient, must be applied to rock sample to link the spatial position and frequency of the gradient magnetic field. The brief procedures of locating spatial information of hydrogen atoms are as follows [30] . 1) Under the excitation of RF (B1), all resonant hydrogen atoms in a selected narrow band region are excited to spin under the action of the layer gradient field, so that information of all hydrogen atoms in the layer can be received and used to form images.
2) Then, a phase encoding gradient that orthogonal to layer gradient is applied to sample. After that, spin resonance frequencies and angular velocities of hydrogen atoms at different positions become different. Once the phase encoding gradient is removed, angular velocities of all hydrogen atoms reunify, while spin angle positions of hydrogen atom changed due to the phase encoding gradient.
3) After that, apply a frequency encoding gradient that orthogonal to phase encoding gradient and layer selection gradient to samples, spin resonance frequencies of hydrogen atoms in different positions along the direction of the frequency coding gradient field become different.
After the effect of three orthogonal gradient fields, the phases and frequencies of hydrogen atoms in the narrow band are different from each other. All these information contained in hydrogen atoms can be detected and stored as data matrix, and be used to form the time domain data. The time domain data is then transformed to K-spatial data. Based on this, distribution images of hydrogen atoms at different positions are obtained after K-spatial data goes through multiple Fourier transforms and inverse transforms [31] , [32] . The basic flow of MRI and the Fourier transform process are shown in Figure 2 .
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. SPECIMEN PREPARATION
When determining the rock samples used in the study, the distribution types and engineering practices in the rock are mainly considered. In the vast areas of southwest, south China, central China and northwestern China, the red layers which mainly composed of sandstone and conglomerate are widely distributed, many subgrade and slopes projects are constructed on the red layer and the shallow surface. Simultaneously, sandstone is often used as a stone in construction projects. So rock samples used in this paper were fine red sandstone, which is widely distributed in near-surface, taken from Yantai, Shandong province, China. All samples were taken from a fresh rock that do not contain any visible macroscopic cracks. Rock samples were processed according to the Standard for Test Methods of Engineering Rock Mass of China and the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM). These samples were made into cylinder with diameter of (50±0.3) mm and height of (50±0.3) mm. Flatness error of two end was less than 0.02 mm, and the maximum deviation of samples was less than 0.25 • . In order to ensure the high similarity of the samples, the samples processed to the standard size are screened by testing their P-wave velocity and porosity, rocks with large differences in P-wave velocity may contain different defects. Rocks with large differences in porosity have large differences in microscopic pore structure. By screening the samples, the dispersion of the data is greatly reduced. Initial physical parameters of the samples are shown in table 1. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCESS 1) SHPB SYSTEM
The cyclic dynamic impact test adopted the SHPB system [33] that developed by the school of resources and safety engineering, Central South University, China. The device is composed of gas tank, spindle striker, incident bar, transmission bar and absorption bar. The spindle striker can reduce the dispersion effect in the process of stress wave propagation [34] , [35] , incident bar and transmission bar are carriers of stress transmission.
2) NMR TEST SYSTEM
AiniMR-150 Magnetic resonance imaging analysis system was adopted in NMR test. The system has magnetic field strength of (0.3±0.05) T, and RF pulse frequency ranges from 2 to 49.9MHz, with precision of 0.1MHz. The gradient intensity peak of the power amplifier in X, Y and Z directions are greater than 1.1gauss/cm; the spatial resolution of NMR system is higher than 2mm, and the peak sampling number is 18,000.
3) OTHER FACILITIES
In this paper, additional facilities including core vacuum saturation device, centrifugal machine, BGZ-70 air drying oven and HS-YS4A acoustic parameter test device were adopted. The core vacuum saturation device is driven by a vacuum pump with rated power of 370 watts, and it can produce a vacuum pressure of −0.1MPa. The maximum centrifugal force of centrifugal machine reaches 2810 × g. BGZ-70 air drying oven has a rated power of 1100 watts and time range of 0 to 100 hours, and it can regulate temperature in the range of 5∼ 250 • C with precision of 0.1 • C. The sampling rate of HS-YS4A acoustic parameter test device is 20MHz, and its time accuracy is 0.05 us.
C. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 1) CYCLIC DYNAMIC IMPACT
As this paper focus on the effect of cyclic dynamic impact on damage and structural evolution of red sandstone, the effect of water content on impact induced damage must be eliminated [36] . Cause in each dynamic impact cycle, a dynamic impact test on samples was followed by a NMR test. While samples prepared for NMR test need to be satu- rated, which changed the water content of samples dramatically, and may bring large error to the result. Therefore, the water content of samples must be restored to the natural water content, 0.310%, before each dynamic impact test start to eliminate the effect of water content on impact induced damage. In order to reduce the water content of samples that saturated in NRM test, samples were placed into air drying oven. Considering that excessive temperature may bring thermal rupture effect to samples, which would bring error to test result, a proper temperature [37] , namely 60 • C, that below the thermal rupture threshold was chose to dry these samples. After several attempts, it was found that the water content was equal to the natural water content after 5.5 hours of air drying with temperature of 60 • C.
After eliminating the effect of water content on dynamic impact test, it is also very important to determine an impact pressure of SHPB that is realistic or consistent with the purpose of the study. What this experiment wants to study is the evolution of the pore structure inside the rock under the condition of sub-crack propagation, and the impact pressure of 0.3MPa can meet the experimental requirements. Therefore, the cyclic dynamic impact on the rock is carried out by the SHPB system under the impact pressure of 0.3Mpa.
2) NMR TEST
As hydrogen atoms are medium for detecting pore structure in rock samples, so that samples are needed to be saturated for detecting the inner pore structure comprehensively. In order to saturate these samples, they were vacuum saturated in air and water for 240 minutes and 120 minutes respectively at vacuum pressure of 0.1MPa. After these samples were saturated, NMR and MRI test were followed. In order to observe the microscopic damage characteristics of the samples in the axial direction, the Y-axis is set as the layer selection direction to obtain the coronal plane image of the samples. The magnetic field coordinate system and imaging slice of samples are shown in figure 3 . The imaging slices were 10mm in thickness, and the slice interval were 5mm.
Before and after each dynamic impact test, every sample need to be saturated for NMR and MRI test. So that NMR parameters including porosity, T 2 spectrum and magnetic resonance images of samples can be obtained. Meanwhile, saturated samples were centrifuged with centrifugal machine and used to conduct NMR test for obtaining T 2 cutoff value and NMR parameters. During the centrifugation of the samples, the centrifugal machine operated at a speed of 4000rpa for 60 seconds, applying a centrifugal force of 2810 × g to samples.
3) P-WAVE VELOCITY TEST P-wave (Longitudinal wave) velocity of samples in this paper were test by HS-YS4A acoustic parameter test device. They were used to characterize the damage degree of dynamic impact treated samples and compare with the result of NMR test. Therefore, P-wave velocity test were conducted on rock sample after each dynamic impact.
Procedures and flow of experiment in this paper are shown as figure 4.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS A. POROSITY EVOLUTION OF SAMPLES
Porosity is the ratio of pores volume to the total volume of rock sample, which represents the overall situation of discontinuous space inside rock sample. Therefore, it was used to characterize the microscropic structure and damage of rock. After each dynamic impact, porosity of red sandstone was measured and recorded. Figure 5 reveals that porosity of red sandstone shows a nonlinear growth trend. Put it more specifically, it can be found that the average porosity increases from original 6.357% to 6.402%, 6.461% and 6.645% respectively after 1, 2, and 3 dynamic impacts, during this period, porosity increase at a slow rate. With cyclic dynamic impact goes on, the growth rate of average porosity speeds up. The average porosity reaches to 6.900%, 7.275% and 7.638% respectively after 4, 5 and 6 dynamic impacts, gaining a remarkable total growth rate of 19.4% after 6 dynamic impacts. The increase of porosity represents accumulate of damage inside rock samples. During the dynamic impact, once the peak stress produced by dynamic impact exceeds the elastic strength limit of rock, about 60% to 70% of its peak strength, micro pores and micro cracks form and expand in the rock [38] , resulting in the increase the porosity. From the porosity presents in figure 5 , it figures out that dynamic impact exerted to rock samples caused unrecoverable damage, fatigue failure may occur to the rock samples with the dynamic impact reach to certain extent.
According to previous research [39] - [41] , changes of the porosity was caused by the change of amount and size of pores, however, porosity represents overall change of the pores rather than specific change of the internal structure of the rock. Therefore, it is necessary to make further quantitative analysis on internal structure of rock through the distribution of T 2 spectrum to determine the specific changes in the number and size of pores.
B. T 2 SPECTRUM VARIATION T 2 spectrum contains information of pore size and pore number. Pore size is positively correlated with the T 2 value, and the spectral peak is positively correlated with the number of pore within corresponding T 2 value range. T 2 spectra of red sandstone under different dynamic impact are presents in figure 6 , the gray area represents the T 2 spectrum distribution of initial rock, and the orange area represents the T 2 spectrum distribution of increased pores after cyclic dynamic impact.
As can be seen from figure 6, T 2 spectrum at initial state is continuously distributed from 0.01ms to1800ms, indicating that red sandstone contains a full pore spectrum with large pore size span and there is certain connectivity between the pores. The T 2 spectrum of initial rock sample has 3 peaks that reflects pore distribution of 3 kind of pores, which are marked peak1, peak2 and peak3 in figure 6 respectively. Peak1 represents micro pores corresponding to T 2 range from 0.01ms to 1ms, its medium peak value indicates that the number of micro pores is relatively large. Peak2 represents small pores corresponding to T 2 range from 1ms to 300ms, its biggest peak value indicates that small pores account most in red sandstone. Peak3 represents big pores corresponding to T 2 range from 300ms to 1800ms. It has the smallest peak value and the widest T 2 range, which reveals that original rock samples contain few large pores, micro cracks or small caves.
Pore structure of samples change significantly with increase of cyclic impacts, but pores with different sizes show different variation characteristics. Spectral peak1 moves slightly to the right side with insignificant peak value change, which means that dynamic impacts in the experiment only caused general increase of micro pores size instead of generating new micro pores. Spectral peak2 gains biggest change during the cyclic dynamic impact test. As shown in figure 6 , spectral peak2 moves to the right side greatly, which reveals that pore size within this spectrum peak range increases with the dynamic impact number grows. At the same time, the peak value of spectral peak2 increases gradually with dynamic impact number increases, the peak value increases significantly especially after the fourth dynamic, which indicates that the number of pore within this spectrum peak range increase gradually with the dynamic impacts, and its growth rate increases too. That is because the harmonics of the same frequency in the stress wave have different effects on the pores of different sizes. Therefore, the pore size variation under dynamic stress varies with the pore size, which leads to the both increase of the pore size and pore number, and the gradual generation of new spectral, namely peak4, at the left side of peak2. The increase of spectral peaks indicates that the continuity of pores inside samples is enhanced.
In terms of peak3, the peak does not move with dynamic impact increases, and the maximum T 2 does not have significant change, but the peak value increase with dynamic impact increases. It can be seen that the pore structure in this spectral peak range basically remains unchanged under the cyclic dynamic impacts. The increase of peak value is due to the development of macro pores corresponding to the right side of the peak2 spectrum range, whose T 2 value ranges from 280ms to 380ms in T 2 spectrum. Before the fourth dynamic impact, T 2 spectrum during that rang moves to right, indicating that both size and number of pores increase with the dynamic impact. T 2 spectrum shows the trend of left moving after the fifth dynamic impact, and moves to the left side after the sixth dynamic impact. It reveals that macro pores, whose T 2 value ranges from 280ms to 380ms in T 2 spectrum, begins to coalescence to produce micro cracks and micro cracks gradually extend to larger cracks, leading to the increase of pores among the range of spectral peak3.
Overall, the initial and the final T 2 value in figure 6 remain the same before and after the cyclic dynamic impacts. It indicates that stress wave generated by the 0.3MPa air pressure cannot bring any effects to too small micro pores and micro cracks over certain size, that means no brand new pores that size exceeds initial range generates in the dynamic impact test. The dynamic impacts bring changes to existing pores inside the red sandstone. Dynamic impacts turn micro pores to macro pores, and increase the size and number of macro pores. Gradually, macro pores develop to micro cracks, and micro cracks accumulate and expend to larger cracks finally. Therefore, cyclic dynamic impact causes the development of micro pores, micro cracks and the deterioration of the microstructure in red sandstone, which is a kind of fatigue damage.
Through analyzing variation trend of T2 spectrum, it can be found that there is basically no brand new pores generate inside samples under dynamic impacts. The increase in the volume of original pores leads to an increase in the total porosity. In order to quantitatively study the changes of pore structure and connectivity during the development of pore size, pores are divided into Irreducible fluid pores and movable fluid pores in this paper to study the changes of pore structure. Damage accumulation characteristics of red sandstone under dynamic impact are studied from perspectives of Irreducible fluid porosity, movable fluid porosity and permeability.
C. CONNECTIVITY OF PORES DEVELOPMENT T 2 cutoff value is an important parameter for determining the movable fluid porosity of rock [42] , it is also a basic parameter for quantitative evaluating pore structure and permeability of rock [43] . In this paper, NMR tests were conducted on two saturated sandstone samples suffered dynamic impacts before and after centrifugation, T 2 spectra of samples at two states were obtained. Therefore, T 2cutoff value of two samples were also obtained according to the spectrum area method [44], [45], the principle and process of obtaining the T 2cutoff value is shown as figure 7 as below.
As shown in figure 7 , the average T 2cutoff value of red sandstone samples suffered six dynamic impacts reduces to 2.41ms from original 4.40ms, it demonstrates that dynamic impacts changed factors including pore size and connectivity of red sandstone that related to the T 2 cutoff value. But it is difficult to describe the rock pore structure using a single variable T 2cutoff , therefore, the T 2 spectra are divided into two parts by the T 2 cutoff value as shows in figure 7 , dividing porosity into Irreducible fluid porosity and movable fluid porosity, so as to analyze the variation law of pore structure accurately and quantitatively.
These connectivity parameters of red sandstone including Irreducible fluid porosity, movable fluid porosity, BVI, FFI and permeability is list in table 2. Irreducible fluid porosity and movable fluid porosity can be obtained according to figure 1, and permeability can be obtained according to Eq. (2). In order to display their relationship more intuitively, figure 8 and figure 9 are drawn. Figure 8 reveals the Figure 8 shows that FFI value is bigger than BVI, which indicates that rock samples contain more movable fluid th'an Irreducible fluid at initially. FFI value increases and BVI value decreases gradually with the number of dynamic impacts increases. Till rock samples underwent six dynamic impacts, FFI value gains accumulated growth rate of 46.8%, BVI gain accumulated reduction rate of 16.5%, and total porosity gains accumulated growth rate of 19.4%.
As initial movable fluid porosity of rock sample is bigger than Irreducible fluid porosity, and the increments of movable fluid porosity are bigger than that of Irreducible fluid porosity after cyclic dynamic impacts, it can be seen that the increase of movable fluid porosity plays a major role in promoting the increase of total porosity. The variation of FFI value and T 2 cutoff value indicates that dynamic impacts changed the inner structure and connectivity of rock samples. Permeability is a better parameter that can reflect rock samples' connectivity and defects' coalesce than porosity. Therefore, permeability of red sandstone under different dynamic impacts are presented in figure 9 . Figure 9 shows that the average permeability of rock samples increases nonlinear with dynamic impact increases, which value increases from initial 0.282mD to 1.943mD after six dynamic impacts, corresponding to a total growth rate of 588.0%. It can be seen from figure 9 that the permeability increases 83.0% in the fourth dynamic impact, which is bigger than the total increment of previous dynamic impacts. After that, the growth rate of permeability goes higher. The permeability increases 195.7% in the fifth dynamic impact, and it even increases 247.5% in the sixth dynamic impact. Therefore, it indicates that early dynamic impact mainly leads to the enhance of connectivity of pore structure, cause permeability increases slowly during this period. The permeability increases sharply after the fourth dynamic impact, it may due to that many micro cracks generated inside rock samples.
D. MRI ANALYSIS
NMR test not only quantitatively analyze the microscopic damage process of rock by obtaining the change of porosity and permeability, it also obtains the two-dimensional distribution of the rock internal pore structure through MRI module of NMR system, so as to reveal the damage evolution of rock intuitively.
As MRI module detects pore structure of rock by hydrogen atoms of water inside rock, therefore, the distribution of the microstructure can be displayed intuitively by detecting the distribution of water in the saturated rock sample and forming two-dimensional images of it. Figure 10 presents some MRI images of saturated red sandstone under different dynamic impacts. The brightness of pixels of blue spots indicates the signal strength inside rock sample, and the signal strength is directly related to the water content. Therefore, the blue spots in the rock samples represent water molecules in the pores. For these spots that are small and scattered, and even look fuzzy to the naked eye, it indicates that water molecules are few in this section. In other words, the size of micro pores is small and the connectivity between pores is weak in this section. Accordingly, for these spots that are big and bright, it indicates that water molecules are abundant and concentrated in this section. In other words, the size of micro pores is larger, the connectivity between pores is stronger, fracture structures are developed, and structural damage and permeability are greater.
According to MRI images shown in figure 10 . It can be found that MRI images of initial sample at different slices have small and even blurry spots, which is because those original micro pores and few micro cracks are evenly distributed in rock sample, pore sizes are small and weak connectivity between pores are weak. With the number of dynamic impact increases, large and dispersed bright spots gradually appear in rock sample, which indicates that the pores in the rock local connected gradually, the pore size increased, and the permeability of the rock gradually enhanced. Especially after the fourth dynamic impact, the number of bright spots increases significantly, and the local bright spot concentration phenomenon appears, indicating that the pore connectivity is further enhanced. And the micro pores begin to coalesce, resulting in the generation of micro cracks and large scale damage to the internal structure of rock. After the fifth dynamic impact, two obvious bands of bright spots appear in the middle area of rock sample, which means that more macro pores begin to intersect with each other to form micro cracks, and the density of micro cracks increases in local region. After the sixth dynamic impact, length of these spot bands grow and the strength of these spot signal enhance. Other bright spots also begin coalescing to form small bands, which means that micro cracks develop intensively, and the crack length tends to increase.
Combining the T 2 spectrum of rock sample underwent six dynamic impact shown in figure 6 , it can be found that the biggest T 2 value have no significant change compared with former state. This phenomenon indicates that although dynamic impact coalesces micro pores and cracks in rock samples, shown as figure 10, while the size of these biggest micro cracks did not show obvious growth since the stress trigged by the dynamic impacts haven't reach the stress threshold of the biggest micro cracks extend. If cyclic dynamic impact is continue applied to rock samples, the pore structure will be further damaged and degraded, and the density of micro cracks in the middle section will increase to a certain extent and start to connect with each other, which will develop cracks through the rock sample eventually and divide the rock sample into two larger blocks. Over all, the damage and degradation process of rock micro structure under cyclic dynamic impact can be further understood through the MRI images. It can be intuitively seen that the significant increase in permeability after the fourth impact is mainly caused by the increase of density of micro cracks bred in the rock. The trends shown in the MRI images are consistent with the trends of porosity, free fluid porosity, pore size development and permeability.
E. P-WAVE VELOCITY
P-wave velocity is another parameter that characterize the inner damage of rock sample. By analyzing P-wave velocity of red sandstone underwent different dynamic impacts, it can be found that the average P-wave velocity of rock samples decreases with the number of dynamic impacts increases. As shown in figure 11 , it can be seen that the average P-wave velocity drops from original 4992m/s to 2980m/s after six dynamic impact in a nonlinear path. In the early stage of the dynamic impact, the P-wave velocity gains a small decrement, indicating a lower degree of damage. With the increase of dynamic impacts, defects like pores and cracks increase, and damage accumulates in rock samples faster, the integrity of the rock samples degrades. The P-wave velocity decrease faster with the number of dynamic impacts increases. By comparing the tendency of P-wave velocity with NMR parameters like porosity, permeability, it can be found that they are consistent with each other.
V. DISCCUSION
Pores and micro cracks get expanded in rock samples after underwent six dynamic impacts according to these MRI images presented above, and some cracks occurs in the surface of rock samples. Both of them demonstrates that dynamic impacts do cause damage to rock samples. However, above evaluation of damage of rock under dynamic impact are from some perspective of parameters including porosity, permeability and P-wave velocity, while it cannot evaluate the damage of single impact on rock sample. In order to investigate the damage of each single impact on samples, damage variables D1,D2 and D3 based on porosity, permeability and P-wave velocity are established respectively. Their expressions are shown as Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
where subscript i represents the numbers of dynamic impact that samples underwent, which ranges from integer 1 to 6, φ 0 , φ 6 , K 0 , K 6 , V 0 , V 6 represents porosity, permeability and P-wave velocity of rock sample at initial state and under 6 dynamic impacts respectively. Damage variables based on porosity, permeability and P-wave velocity noted as D1, D2 and D3 respectively are shown as figure 12. It can be seen from figure 12 that all damage variables present a growth trend with dynamic impact increases, revealing that variation amplitude of porosity, permeability and P-wave velocity caused by single dynamic impact also increase with the number of dynamic impacts that applied to rock samples. This indicates that damage caused by cyclic impact is not the linear accumulation of single impact damage. All of three damage variables showed that the damage gains remarkable increment after each dynamic impact, and rock sample is becoming more and more vulnerable to damage with the accumulation of structural defects. Meanwhile, damage variables characterized by porosity and P-wave velocity are consistent with their variation trend, which is the increment of damage variable caused by single dynamic impact become less obvious after the damage variables grow to certain degree. The damage variable characterized by permeability has been increasing with the number of dynamic impact increases, which is due to the increase of pore size, the development of pore throat, the occurrence of local micro cracks coalesce and gradual penetration.
In figure 12 , it can also be found from three damage variables that the damage gains remarkable increment after each dynamic impact, and the internal structure of the rock sample is becoming more and more vulnerable to damage with damage accumulates. Meanwhile, damage variables characterized by porosity and P-wave velocity are consistent with their variation trend, which is the increment of damage variable caused by single dynamic impact become less obvious after the damage variables grow to certain degree. The damage variable characterized by permeability has been increasing with the number of dynamic impact increases, which is due to the increase of pore size, the development of pore throat, the occurrence of local micro cracks coalesce and gradual penetration.
According to the previous analysis of porosity, permeability, P-wave velocity and MRI images, the microscopic damage process of red sandstone under cyclic dynamic impacts can be described as follows. The original samples are red sandstone contain pores and cracks with large size span. Under the cyclic dynamic impacts, the pore size and the connectivity between pores increase gradually. With the increase of dynamic impact number, larges pores inside rock samples gradually coalesce to form micro cracks, and quantity of micro cracks is gradually increase, resulting in the gradually increases of micro cracks density in rock. When the density of micro cracks increases to certain degree, micro cracks coalesce to generate larger cracks, rock would finally fracture along with the micro cracks zone with dynamic impact goes on.
VI. CONCLUSION
By applying cyclic dynamic impact promoted by 0.3MPa gas pressure with SHPB system on red sandstone, and then adopted NMR test system and acoustic parameter test device to detect damage inside rock samples before and after each dynamic impact, this paper studied the evolution of micro structure and damage of red sandstone under cyclic dynamic impacts, and four conclusions are drawn as follows.
a) Cyclic dynamic impact caused irreversible damage to red sandstone in this paper. Porosity of samples grow with the number of dynamic impacts increase, while the T 2 spectra reveal that no brand new micro pores generate in the process of cyclic impact, and the increase of porosity is caused by the extend and coalesce of original pores in rock samples. b) Cyclic dynamic impacts gradually decreased T 2 cutoff value, increased permeability, and enhanced connectivity of red sandstone, resulting in internal structure deterioration of red sandstone. Compared with porosity reflects the ratio of defects' volume to total value of rock, permeability, a parameter reflects the connectivity of defects inside rock samples, reflects the internal damage and deterioration characteristics of the sample more comprehensively. c) MRI images show the deterioration process of pore structure inside rocks under cyclic dynamic impacts intuitively. Pores and cracks inside rock samples developed as a whole in the early stage of cyclic dynamic impact. With the number of dynamic impacts increased, pores began to coalesce and form micro cracks, and micro cracks began to coalesce and form an obvious micro crack zone along with the axis of sample. This zone will develop with cyclic dynamic impact goes on, and finally form a fracture zone.
d) The damage variables of red sandstone showed strong nonlinear relationship with the number of dynamic impact, and the damage caused by single dynamic impact increased with the number of dynamic impact increased. Both P-wave velocity and NMR parameters, including porosity and permeability, can effectively characterize the damage of rock samples, and these two methods agree well with each other in the process of damage evaluation, while NMR is more advantageous as it is more intuitive and informative.
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